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Abstract: The putting out fires is a dangerous work where the fire contenders need to confront 

the fire risks to spare life and properties. Distinctive types of gear, for example, fire quencher, 

tomahawks and slicing hardware are utilized to battle against flame. Putting out fires vehicle is 

being utilized to transport firefighters to the scene and additionally transport the putting out fires 

types of gear. The fire warrior is as yet confronting the danger of flame risk since regardless they 

have to go close to flame scene. To decrease the fire contender chance amid flame episode, a 

putting out fires portable robot is composed. Putting out fires portable robot is a remote 

controlled machine that supplant fire warrior to perform putting out fires undertaking. The use of 

putting out fires portable robot can diminish the immediate contact of flame contender to the fire 

dangers. The paper audits an assortment of advancements and cutting edge innovation of putting 

out fires portable robot. The paper likewise portrays the main Malaysian outlined and fabricated 

putting out fires versatile robot, to be specific, MyBOT2000. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Putting out fires is unsafe calling. They are 

quenching fires in tall structures as well as must 

drag overwhelming hoses, move high stepping 

stools and convey individuals from structures 

and different circumstances. There are 

numerous fire warriors lost their lives in the line 

of obligation every year all through the world. 

The measurements of the fire warrior fatalities 

are still keep up at abnormal state each year and 

it might keep on increasing if there is no change 

in putting out fires systems and innovation. 

Notwithstanding working in long and 

unpredictable hours and antagonistic workplace, 

for example, high temperature, dusty and low 

mugginess, firefighters are additionally looking 
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with possibly perilous circumstance, for 

example, blast, fallen building and radioactive. 

The normal gear utilized by firefighters, for 

example, level head hatchet, halligan bar, 

turnout coat, fire retardant or dugout pants, 

boots, electric lamp, protective cap, confront 

veil, and gloves don't fundamentally decrease 

hazard on their lives when confronting those 

hazardous circumstances. IAFF (2000) detailed 

that there are 1.9 firefighters are murdered every 

year in the USA, per 100,000 structure fires. 

Nonetheless, this rate was expanding to 3.0 for 

every 100,000 structure fires over a thirty year 

time frame which is cresting in the 1990s (Kyle, 

2007). There are numerous reasons for Line of 

Duty Deaths (LODD, for example, smoke 

inward breath, consumes, pounding wounds and 

related injury (Rosmuller and Ale, 2008). The 

passing of on obligation fire contender in US 

amid 1977-2010 year is appeared in the 

measurement in Figure 1. From the 

measurement, it demonstrates that the passing of 

the fire warrior relatively steady each year. In 

this way, there is a need of putting out fires 

machine in helping the fire warrior to stay away 

from death by taking care of some unsafe 

circumstances. Subsequently, finished the 

previous couple of years, innovative work on 

firefighting innovation is widely made the world 

over particularly in US, Japan, and various 

European organizations. There were numerous 

investigations (Shanghai Qiangshi Fire-battling 

Equipment co., Ltd., 2007; Sofge, 2007; Konda, 

2008; HKFSD, 2008; NEVA, 2008; Tan et al., 

2012a; Tan et al., 2012b; Tan et al., 2013) had 

accentuated on machine improvement to 

supplant fire warrior to battle fire in unsafe 

circumstances and to diminish the fire contender 

hazard. The machines help the fire contender 

utilizing quenching operator, for example, 

water, froth or others without flame warrior 

setting up or work straightforwardly in threat 

zones. Amano (2002) featured the shortcomings 

of existing machine plan and propose mix of 

terrifically vital components in creating putting 

out fires machine so that a fruitful safeguarding 

procedure can be accomplished. These 

components are measure, weight, cost and 

execution 

II.PROPOSED CONFIGURATION 

1.Current Fire Fighting Machine: 

The fast advancement in innovation these days, 

straightforwardly enhance the apparatuses and 

gear utilized as a part of putting out fires. With 

these propel instruments and hardware, putting 

out fires can be more powerful and productive. 

In addition, it likewise decreases the hazard to 

least level. Besides, the harms of flame 
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occurrence can be lessened. Putting out fires 

portable robot is one of the arrangement that 

ready to diminish the fire dangers chance ablaze 

contender. Diverse sort of current accessible 

putting out fires machine will be portrayed.  

2.LUF60: LUF60 (Figure 1) is a diesel 

controlled portable putting out fires machine is 

furnished with air blower and a water shaft mist. 

The machine can address the dangerous issues 

by blowing the blend of air and water. 

Moreover, the machine is intended to withstand 

the meticulousness working conditions and 

restricted spaces. The LUF60 can be utilized as 

a part of rail burrows, airplane holders, parking 

structures, synthetic plant, and so forth. There 

are some huge highlights of this machine. The 

screen spout has a stream rate up to 800 GPM 

and it can blow the water shaft similar to 80m. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to improve it 

versatility in high temperature condition, it is 

outfitted with elastic track framework which is 

appraised to 400 degrees Fahrenheit. The elastic 

track framework empowers the robot tWo climb 

the stair. Additionally, this machine ready to 

work on slants of most extreme 20 degrees with 

the ventilation tube at a greatest 45 degree edge 

(NRT, 2013). The specialized particular of 

MVF-5 is appeared in Table1. 

 

Fig , 1: LUF60. 

3.MVF-5:The MVF-5 as appeared in Figure 5 is 

a multifunctional automated putting out fires 

machine fabricated by Croatian producer DOK-

ING, to put out flames in inaccessible territories 

and hazardous conditions. It is a putting out 

fires vehicle that worked by a solitary 

administrator and controlled by utilizing remote 

control. With the remote-control innovation 

GPS-INS (Global Position System-Inertial 

Navigation System), the framework can be 

controlled in the scope of 1500m. 

 

The MVF-5 helps the firefighters to secure high 

hazard foundation. It likewise quenches fires 
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without mediation of firefighters with high-

weight gun on a pressure driven arm that pumps 

water up to 55 m away. The MVF-5 has a high-

temperature-safe fire security shield. The 

insurance shield depends on intelligent in 

tumescent materials that air pocket, grow in 

volume, and end up denser when presented to 

flame. DOK-ING Company guaranteed that the 

multilayer coatings on MVF-5 can withstand 

700 C for 15 minutes or 400 C for 30 minutes, 

making it appropriate for high-temperature 

territories. The MVF-5 can splash 2000 liters of 

water or froth every moment. The tank limit is 

2200 liters of water and 500 liters of froth. The 

high weight gun which is fitted on the 

uncommonly composed 3-level water driven 

arm has 360° revolution. This empowers high 

weight gun conveying of the dousing fluids in 

every single wanted course (DOK-ING 

Company, 2010). The specialized determination 

of MVF-5 is appeared. 

4.JMX-LT50: 

JMX-LT50 (Figure 6) is furnished with 

obstruction capacity, the long-remove remote 

control, and the considerable splash water class. 

This robot is comprised of the remote-

controller, suspension, fluid control fire screen 

and control framework. The robot is using the 

water provided from raise coupling and it can 

ensure itself via programmed fog showering. 

The remote control water gun of the robot can 

splash the water in various point and separation. 

The versatility of JMX-LT50 is utilizing the 

wheel-tire moving structure. This plan 

influenced this robot to move in the diverse 

territory and beat distinctive sort of hindrance 

(Chinawe, 2013). The specialized determination 

of JMX-LT50 is appeared. 

 

5.MyBOT2000: The created of MyBOT2000 

(Tan et al., 2012a; Tan et al., 2012b; Tan et al., 

2013) is a remotely controlled machine 

comprises of a portable and unbending case. 

The robot is planned and created in Malaysia. 

The diverse perspective of MyBot2000 is 

appeared in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The 

machine is remotely controlled by means of 

portable PC. The spout of the machine can be 

coordinated at various edge and can be raised 

keeping in mind the end goal to control fire at 

various stature. One of the immense 

significance of the improvement of the Fire 

Fighting Machine is it can lessen the dangers 
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looked by flame contenders in playing out their 

obligations. This is because of the reality to the 

present putting out fires procedures require fire 

warriors to intercede in dangerous conditions. 

Working at high temperature, dusty, low 

stickiness, unsafe and others are among 

common working conditions related with 

putting out fires. The MyBot2000 framework is 

a ground vehicle that was outfitted with long-go 

control and checking capacity for firefighting 

and protect reason. The MyBot2000 is fit for 

putting out fires and seeking reason in a 

hazardoud domain. Moreover, the MyBot2000 

is utilizing efficient power vitality, which is 

electric, to control the machine. The current 

MyBot2000 will be outfitted with best in class 

sensor and imaging framework to recognize and 

find fire casualty. The original of MyBot2000 

was created in the year 2006. As of now, the 

fourth era of MyBot2000 is a work in progress 

process. The new outline of the MyBot2000 will 

furnished with better track framework, lighter 

structure, controllable multi-directional water 

gun, long range remote CCTV, regular stage 

and in addition long range control ability. The 

normal based of MyBot2000 will be worked 

also all together the MyBot2000can be utilized 

for various purposed. The specialized particular 

of MyBot2000 is appeared. 

 

III.CONCLUSION 

Diverse specialized determination of 10 current 

putting out fires versatile robots was looked at 

in Table 9. As alluded to Table 9, MVF5 is the 

greatest and heaviest putting out fires robot 

among others. The MVF5 is to be worked at 

open air just and it can't enter certain design. It 

is takes after by LUF60 and JMX-LT50. MVF5, 

LUF60 and JMX-LT50 were intended to 

withstand loads, outfitted with greater water gun 

and it can control discharge in a brief 

timeframe. The MVF5 robot was outfitted with 

lifted water gun and an implicit water tank. The 

JMX-LT50was furnished with remote controlled 

water gun. For LUF60, it is furnished with a 

capable ventilator to blow the high volume of 

water as water haze. Next, the heaviness of stay 

seven portable robots are under 1000kg. A large 

portion of the versatile robot, for example, 

Firerob, FFR-1, Firemote-4800, SACI, ArchiBot 

and MyBOT2000 are utilizing battery as power 

source, aside from Thermite is utilizing diesel 

motor. By and large, 90% of the portable robots 
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are utilizing water spout, 80% of the versatile 

robots are utilizing remote control water gun, 

and under 20% of the versatile robots are 

conveying water tank. The utilization of the 

created putting out fires versatile robot is to be 

utilized as a part of the petrochemical plants, 

unsafe zone, for example, radioactive condition, 

unsteady structure, and high weight vessel. As 

of now, the advancement of the putting out fires 

versatile robot still not completely bolstered by 

neighborhood specialist or fire division to be 

executed amid basic scene and diminish the 

hazard fire contender. Endeavors should be 

made to empower the utilization of putting out 

fires portable robot by outlining an ease and 

great quality machine. 
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